Posting Presentations online
We would like to post all presentations from Cross Canada Rounds. As requested by previous years of fellows, this helps with
studying for the exam. It also helps to keep an archive of what has been presented in the past so fellows don’t present similar cases.
One of the barriers to posting presentations in the past was the amount of reformatting that needed to be done. To remedy this, we
are posting the PDF version of the PowerPoint slides used in the presentation. When you are creating the presentation, keep this in
mind so that questions are written on one slide with the answers on the next slide.
Please remember that this is a public website so no patient identifiers should be included on the slides. In addition, written consent
from patients should be documented (either by consent form, or in the chart) to inform them that the case will be posted online. A
consent form is appended to this however feel free to use the consent form from your institution or from a journal (if you are
planning to submit it as a case report for publication). If you do not have the families’ consent, please submit the presentation
with a brief description of the case such that the patient cannot be identified or without the case entirely, so that we may post
your presentation online regardless. This allows other fellows to know what has been presented in the past.

For cases or pro-con debates that have controversial information (ie. a previous pro-con debate about tracheostomies in SMA
patients), your hospital or university logo can be removed. If you’re not sure about whether the content is appropriate or not for
public consumption, ask your program director.
As per the Royal College, all CCR speakers are required to fill out a conflict of interest (COI) form. Please email your presentation and
COI forms to CCR@cts-sct.ca within a month of your presentation for it to be posted on the CTS website. We will release your CCR
evaluations to you and your program director when we receive your presentation.

